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Zeal is a volcano, the peak 01 wbich the grass of
indecisiveness does not grow

Better a witty fool than a foolish wit

The man who says he never has time is the laziest
man (liehtenberg)
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NUR INDAH A (2012). The Aeeuracy of Non-Engtish Major Students In
ProDouDdDg EDgtish Final Voked CORSOnants. Yogyakarta: Department of
English Letters, Faculty of Letters, Sanata Dharma University.

Human beings will always need a tool to communicate to one another. It is very
important to deliver their communicative needs. In common, it is called language.
Many languages are used by people in different groups an over the· world but
there is only one language that is used for co~unicating by all people
worldwide. It is called lingua :franca. That is why, people around the world learn
this language. In Indonesia, many people still mwe difficulty in learning English
especially in pron~iationcase, though they have learned English for years. This
happens in students who study in non-English major college. One of them are
informatics system students.
The p~ of this study is to find out the accuracy of non-English lIU\ior
students in pronouncing English final voiced consonants. Actually, there are three
prqbIexns $lt are discussed 1). How are Indonesian final voiced consonants
different from English final voiced consonantS? 2). How do non-English major
students pronounce English words with final voiced consonants? 3). Howis nonEnglish major students' pronunciation of English final voiced consonant sounds
different from the Standard English pronunciation?
This study uses an empirical approach. Meaning to say, observation is the way to
do this research. The data is obtained from the informatics system students of
SlMlK AMlKOM YOOYAKARTA. The students pronounce the English words
and the data are ~ from their voice recording.
Based on the research, the differences of English final voiced and Indonesian
voiced consonants lie on the distribution of voiced sounds in the end of the words.
Th~e are 13 English voiced consonant sounds that exist in the final position.
There are: /bI, IdI, IgI, Id3l, lvI, /31, fa" Iv, 1mI, In!, IgI, llI,and Ir/. While,
Indonesian final voiced consonants have only 5 that are 1m, n, IJ, I, and Ir/. In
addition Irl in English including as approximants while Irl in Indonesian is
included as trill. There are substitution and deletion sound when the students
pronounce the English voiced sounds. It happens since there are some voiced
consonants that do not exist in Indonesian phonetic. Besides, they tend to change
English words with final voiced consonant sounds with voicelesS sounds. On the
other ~ the students eliminate /tI, IkI in the end of the word. For Indonesian
itself, they do not have a consonant combination that has or does not have the
same manner and place ofarticulation.

ix
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ABSTRAK
NUR INDAH A (2012). T"e Accuracy of Non-English Major Students of

STMIK Amikom Yogyakarta in Pronouncing English Final Voieed
Consonants. Yogyakarta: Department of English Letters~ Faculty of Letter~
Sanata Dharma University.

Manusia -akan selalu membutubkan membutubkan alat untuk berk:omunikasi satu
dengan yang lainnya. Alat ini sangat penting untuk menyampaikan kebutuhan
komunikasi. Secam um~ itu disebut bahasa. Banyak bahasa digunakan oleh
banyak orang di selurnh dunia. Walaupun begi~ hanya ada satu bahasa yang
digunakan oleh seluruh orang <Ii selurnh dunia. Bahasa itu disebut lingua franca.
Oleh sebab i~ orang-orang diselurnh dunia mempelajarinya. Di Indonesi~ ada
hanyak sekali orang-orang yang mengalami kesulitan dalam belajar bahasa inggris
terutama masalah pengucapan waiaupun mereka telah belajar bertahun-tahun. Hal
ini terjadi pada mahasiswa yang bukan dari junlsan bahasa inggris. Salah satunya
adalah mahasiswa jurusan sistem infortnatika.
Tujuan penelitian ini adalah untuk mengetahui keakuratan mabasiswayang bukan
jurusaJlbahasa inggris dalam pengucapan akhir bunyi konsonan bersuara. Ada 3
niasalah yang akan dijelas~ yaitu: 1) Apa perbedaan antara akhir bunyi
kOI1SClnan bersuara di dalam bahasa Inggris dan bahasa Indonesia? 2) Bagaimana
mahasiswa yang bukan berasal dari jurusan bahasa inggris mengucapkan akhir
bunyi konsonan bersuara? 3) Apa perbedaan antara pengucapan akhir bunyi
konsonan bersuara yang diucapkan mahasiswa yang bukan dari jurusan bahasa
inggris dengan pengucapan standar inggris?
Penelitian ini ~nggunakan pendekatan empiris yang berarti studi lapangan
adalah cam yang dilakukan dalam melakukan penelitian ini. Data berasal dari
mabasiswa sistem informatika STMIK AMIKOM Yogyakarta. mereka diminta
untuk mengucapkan kata-kata dalam bahasa inggris laIu direkam.
Berdasarkan peneli_ perbedaan antara akhir bunyi konsonan bersuarabahasa
inggris dan bahasa inclonesia terdapat pada distribusi konsonan bersuara di akhir
_
Ada 13 konsonan bersuara bahasa inggris yang berada di akhir kata. Kata
tersebut adalah: Ib/~ IdI~ IgI~ Id3l~ Iv/~ 13/~ lal, IzI~ ImI~ In!, IgI, Il/~dan Ir/. Sedangkan
bahasa indonesia hanya memilik:i 5~ yaitu : Im~ ~~ 4 dan Ir/. Tambahan puI~ Irl
di bahasa inggris termasuk setengah hurup hidup sedangkan di Indonesia sendiri
termasuk flap. Ada pergantian dan penghapusan bunyi ketika para mahasiswa
mengucapkan konsonant bersuara bahasa inggris. Hal itu karena ada bebempa
konsonan bersuara tidak ada di bahasa indonesia. Selain i~ mereka mengubah
konsonan bersuara menjadi tak bersuara. Tambahan p~ mereka menghilangkan
It! dan IkI di akhir kata. Di Indonesi~ tidak ada kombinasi kata seperti itu
walaupun itu memiliki atau tidak memiliki cam pengucapan yang sarna.

x
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A. Background of the Study
Human beings will always need a tool to communicate each other. This tool
is very important to deliver their communicative needs. In common, it is called
language. Based on American linguist, Edward Sapir, he defines language as:

Language is a purely human and non-instinctive method of communicating
ideas, emotions, and desires by means of a system of voluntarily produced
symbols. (Sapir, 1921: 8)
Many languages are used by people in different groups all over the world,
though there is only one language that is included as International language.
According to Samarin in his book, Lingua Francas of the world, it is called
English. Based on the history, English is the language which is in the second
largest number of speakers which are spoken by much less 340 million people. It
originates from England and it spreads in Australia, United States, New Zealand,
and other English ex-colonization (Baugh and Cable, 1978:3). Besides, English is
stated as a language which is used habitually by people whose mother tongues are
different. The use of this language is to facilitate communication between them.
(Wardhaugh, 1992:56)

Lingua Franca can be used in different variety of ways. It is not only spoken
differently in different places, but also differently in the ability of individual
speakers to use the languages. In the status of English as Lingua Franca in many
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parts of the world, for some people it is stated as a native language, for others it is
stated as second language or foreign language.

Since English is known as Lingua Franca, which is spoken by most
countries all over the world, it has reached many cultures and religions all over
the world. Though there are many types of English which is spoken in many
countries all over the world, there are only three types of English which is
considered as standard English in official affairs; The Southern British English,
American English, and Scottish English (Geigerich , 1992: 43).

In Indonesia, English has been adopted as the first foreign language. It
means that the allocation time to learn this language is much more than other
foreign languages. Though Indonesian students have learned English for years, it
does not guarantee that they can speak English fluently and correctly. The fact,
many Indonesian students still cannot pronounce it as they study in Non-English
major at college. While speaking English, they produce sounds in many different
ways. If three students are asked to pronounce one word in English, they will have
different utterances and sounds which refer to that word.

Referring to this, pronunciation of English which is spoken by many
students who are from non-English major at college is out of standard because
they still have their own accent and characteristic of Indonesian language. In
Indonesian language, the word is always pronounced the same way as what is
written, while English is different. In addition, each sound in Indonesian
monophtong is spelled by one character only. In English, each sound may
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represents two or three characters and one character may be pronounced in two or
more different ways (idiosyncratic).

From that point, it is true that non-English major students do not learn the
system of how sound is produced. Mostly, non-English major students are
learning grammar which is related to the structure. They are asked to master that
material because structure is an important thing in speaking. The result is students
have difficulties in mastering good pronunciation. They just listen to the
pronunciation from other sources like TV, Radio, and Movies.

This phenomenon will lead them to the problems. Actually, pronunciation is
important to be learned. The meaning of a word can be different if we do not pay
attention to the pronunciation of the sounds. One of the problems that English
major students have is in pronouncing English words with final voiced consonants
though they have learned pronunciation in their subject. They usually are wrong
to pronounce English words with final voiced consonants. Based on the
unconscious linguistic understanding, they mispronounce English words with
final voiced consonants and some words are changing while they pronounce some
words in English. The question then directly refers to non-English major students.
How they pronounce final voiced consonants then is a big question to be thinking
of. This phenomenon then leads this thesis to be made. The purpose is to find out
the accuracy of non-English major students in pronouncing English words with
final voiced consonants.
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One of the non-English major students who need to master English as one
of their important skills to support their learning is informatics system students of
STMIK Amikom Yogyakarta. It is a college major that usually related to the
computer and the computer‟s program. Many computer programs usually use
English as the basic language. It also has many terms in English that should be
known. So, the informatics system students should master English well in order to
understand the instruction and information that they found in the computer and
also in the computer programs. Besides, they also use many sources such as books
and manuals which use English. That is why Informatics system students of
STMIK Amikom are chosen as the respondent for this thesis.

B. Problem Formulation
The problem can be formulated as follows:
a. How are Indonesian final voiced consonants different from English final
voiced consonant?
b. How do non-English major students pronounce English words with final
voiced consonants?
c. How is non-English major students‟ pronunciation of English different from
the Standard English pronunciation?

C. Objectives Of The Study
There are three purposes in this research. First of all, this research is aimed
to find out how Indonesian final voiced consonants are different from English
final voiced consonants. What makes those consonants different is the main point
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of the first question in problem formulation. Second, this research will find out
how non-English major students pronounce English words with final voiced
consonants. It will be focused on how they pronounce those words. From this
question, it can be found whether they are correct or not. Since they have learned
English for years, they should know how pronounce English final voiced
consonant words correctly. The last purpose of this thesis is aimed to find out the
difference between non-English major students‟ pronunciation of English
different from the Standard English pronunciation. In order to answer those three
questions in problem formulation, non-English major students are needed to be
the respondents of this thesis. The respondents that will be the respondents are
non-English students who are studying in informatics system major of STMIK
Amikom Yogyakarta. The students are from 2008-2011 academic years.

D. Definition Of Terms
The definition of terms that is used by the narrator is as follows:
Pronounciation is the act of manner of pronouncing words with reference
to the production of the sound and the placing of stress intonation. It is the way
that people use to covey messages from one person to another. Sometimes, if
people mispronounce some words, the meaning will be different and the messages
will also be different (David, 1979:1138).
Accuracy means the state of being accurate or exact; precision; exactness
(David, 1979: 10). Since there is no standard exact pronouncation, the state of
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being accurate means corectness in pronouncing words based on phonetic
transcription.
Consonant is one of the division of the sound classes which in the group
of the sound language. It can be distinguished on the basis of differences in
articulation, or by their acoustic properties (O‟Grady, 2010: 21).
Voiced Sound is one of the way to produce sound when the vocal folds
are brought close together, but not tightly closed, air passing between them cause
them to vibrate (O‟Grady: 2010: 20). Refering to this research title, final voiced
consonant means a word ending in consonant that is voicing when it is
pronounced.
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CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL REVIEW

There are three parts in this chapter. The first part is review of Related
Studies, the second is Review of Related Theories, and the last is Theoretical
Framework.
A. Review of Related Studies
1. Phonological Study on Dayak Embaloh Learners’ Pronounciation of
English Consonant Sounds
In this part, the author will explain about review of related studies. A work
that will be analyzed in this thesis is Phonological Study on Dayak Embaloh
Learners’ Pronounciation of English Consonant Sounds by Yohanes Krisostomos
Artarona Buu. It has similar topic with this thesis though it has seen in different
point of view and aspect.
A thesis entitled Phonological Study on Dayak Embaloh Learners’
Pronounciation of English Consonant Sounds done by Yohanes Krisostomos
Artatona Buu discusses how dayak embaloh language as the mother tongue
influences Dayak Embaloh English learners' pronounciation of English
consonants. In his analysis, First of all, he tried to find out the differences of
Dayak Embaloh consonants and English consonants. Based on his research,
Dayak Embaloh only has got 17 consonants as folows: /p/, /t/, /k/, /b/, /d/, /g/, /m/,
/n/, /ŋ/, /w/, /s/, /r/, /l/, /j/, /ĵ/, /h/, and /?/. There are 9 (nine) English consonants
that do not exist in Dayak Embaloh language. They are: /f/, /v/, /dƷ /, /θ/, /tʃ /,
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/ʃ /, /ᶞ /, /z/, and /Ʒ /. The result of this difference comes to the Dayak Embaloh‟
student mispronunciation while pronounce English words. They tend to substitute
some English consonants into their native consonants. They also eliminate
English consonants that combine with other consonant. Based on Yohanes‟
research, they tend to omit /t/ in the final position. It is the result of Dayak
Embaloh phonological system. A consonant is combined with other consonants if
the two consonants share the same feature in Place of Articulation as in words
ankan [anŋkan].
Different from Yohanes‟ thesis, this thesis will analyze the accuracy of
non-English major students in pronouncing English final voiced consonants. In
addition, the students that will be the respondents are the students from college,
STMIK AMIKOM Yogyakarta, which is located in Condongcatur, Sleman,
Yogyakarta.

B. Review of Related Theories
a. English Consonants
English consonants based on a book entitled “An Introduction to
Language” are:
“English consonants are produced with some restriction or closure in the
vocal tract that impedes the flow of air from lungs. In phonetics, the terms
consonant refer to types of sounds” (Fromkin, 2003: 235)

Consonants can be classified according to where in the vocal tract the
airflow restriction occurs. The movement of the tongue and lips creates the
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constriction, reshaping the oral cavity in various ways to produce various sounds.
It is called Place of Articulation. (Fromkin, 2003: 235-236). Those consonants
are classified as follows:
a. Labial
Any sound made with closure or near closure of the lips is said to be labial
(O‟Gardy, 2010: 23). Sounds which produce by involving the lower lip and upper
teeth are called bilabial. It constricts the airflow to a greater or lesser extent.
Example : /m/ as in miss, /p/ as in plot and /b/ as in bold.
b. Labiodentals
Labiodentals are the sounds which is involving the lower lips and upper teeth.
English includes the labiodentals heard initially in the word /f/ as in fire and /v/ as
in vow (O‟Gardy, 2010: 23).
c. Interdentals/Dental
The sounds that are produced with the tongue placed against or near is called
Dentals (O‟Gardy, 2010: 24). While, if the tongue is placed between the teeth, the
sound is called Interdentals. Interdentals include the initial positions of the word
/ᶞ / as in this and /θ/ as in thing.
d. Alveolar
Alveolar means the sound that is produced by raising the front part of the
tongue to the alveolar ridge. Alveolar ridge itself is a small ridge protrudes from
just behind the upper front teeth (O‟Gardy, 2010: 24). It is heard at the beginning
of the words for /t/ as in tea, /d/ as in drink /n/ as in now, /l/ as in lamp, /s/ as in
see, /z/ as in zoo, and /r/ as in rough.
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e. Palato-Alveolar and Palatal
Just behind the alveolar ridge, the roof of the mouth rises sharply. This area is
known as the palato-alveolar area (O‟Gardy, 2010: 24). These sounds can be
heard in the words /ʃ / as in shoes, /Ʒ / as in leisure, /tʃ / as in church, and /dƷ /
as in jade.
While, Palatal is the sound that is gotten by raising the front of the tongue to a
point on the hard palate just behind the alveolar ridge (O‟Gardy, 2010: 24).
Palatal sound can be heard in the words, /j/ as in yes.
f. Velar
Velar is a sound that is produced by raising the back of the tongue or velum.
Velum means the the soft area toward the rear of the roof of the mouth (O‟Gardy,
2010: 24). Velar can be seen in the word like /k/ as in king, /g/ as in gym, and /ŋ/
as in sing.
g. Glottal
Glottal means a sound that is produced by using vocal folds as primary
articulators. It can be felt when the word [h] as in house is pronounced. (O‟Gardy,
2010: 24).
In order to distinguish the sounds from their class to another, the manner of
articulation is needed. The manner of articulation is defined as:
“The way the airstream is affected as it flows from the lungs up and out of
the mouth and nose. It may be blocked or partially blocked; the vocal
cords may vibrate or not vibrate”. (Fromkin, 2003: 238)
In English consonants, the manner of articulation can be divided into:
1.

Stops
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Stops are made with a complete closure of articulators in the oral
cavity, and the airflow is stopped completely (O‟Gardy, 2010: 25). It
means the airstream is totally blocked in the oral cavity. Stops can be
found in /p/ as in the word plough, /b/ as in the word bowl, /t/ as in the
word time, /d/ as in the word dream, /k/ as in the word kill, and /g/ as in the
word grill.
2.

Fricatives
Fricatives define as the consonants produced with a continuous
airflow through the mouth (O‟Gardy, 2010: 26). The airstream is not
completely stopped but is obstructed from flowing freely (narrowing in the
oral cavity, resulting in turbulent airflow). Fricatives can be seen in the
words /f/ as in the word fan, /v/ as in the word van, /θ/ as in the word
thing, /ᶞ / as in the word that, /s/ as in the word see, /z/ as in the word zoo,
/Ʒ / as in the word beige, /ʃ / as in the word she, and /h/ as in the word
house.

3.

Affricatives
Affricatives are recognized as separated consonants because they
appear to be made up by two consonants. When a stop articulation is
released, the tongue moves rapidly away from the points of articulation.
However, some non-continuant consonants show a slow release or the
closure (O‟Gardy, 2010: 28). Affricatives consist of /tʃ / as in the word
church and /dƷ / as in the word judge.

4.

Lateral
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Lateral is produced by having the blade of the tounge touch the
alveolar ridge. The air is stopped in the alveolar ridge and released by
having the airstream escape through the sides of the tongue without
producing a friction (Darjowidjodjo, 2009: 97). A consonant that includes
as lateral is /l/. British phoneticans say that there are two allophones of /l/;
clear /l/ and dark /l/. The clear /l/ is found before a vowel as in the word
low while the dark /l/ can be found when it precedes a consonant as in the
word eels (Darjowidjodjo, 2009: 97).
5.

Approximants
Approximants are considered as vowels as well as consonants. For
some reason, they are called semi-vowel. This happens since their
productions are similar to those vowels in that airstream is not impeded by
any speech apparatus in the mouth. In addition, they are considered as
consonants because of their distribution (Darjowidjodjo, 2009: 99). They
occupy positions which consonants normally occur (Darjowidjodjo, 2009:
99). The consonants of approximants are /r/ as in the word rough, /w/ as in
the word wonderful, and /y/ as in the word you.

6.

Nasal
Nasal is produced when the velum is not in the raised position, air
escapes through both the nose and the mouth (Fromkin, 2003: 246). The
consonants that are included in Nasal are /m/ as in the word mother, /n/ as
in the word naughy, and /ŋ/ as in the word sing.
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Table 1.1 The consonants of English
Manner of
Articulation

Stop
Voiceless
Voiced
Fricatives
Voiceless
Voiced
Affricatives
Voiceless
Voiced
Nasal
Voiceless
Voiced
Lateral
Approximants
Voiceless
Voiced

Bil
abi
al

Labi
odenta
l

Inter
dent
al

p
b

Place of Articulation
Alveol Palat Palat
ar
oal
Alve
olar
t
d

f
v

θ
δ

s
z

Vela
r

Glott
al

k
g
ʃ
Ʒ

h

tʃ
dƷ

m

n
l

w

r

ŋ

j

( Source : Fromkin and Rodman. An Introduction to Language 4th edition.
Australia: harcourt Australia pty limited, 2000, p.22; Darjowidjodjo, Soenjono. English
Phonetics and Phonology for Indonesian. Jakarta: Yayasan Obor Indonesia. 2009.
103)

b. Indonesian Consonants
The comparison between Indonesian and English sounds can only be a rough
guide. It is not only the vowels which have differences; several consonants are
formed slightly different (Johns, 1977: 1). Indonesian has 24 consonants. Those
consonants have their own way to be pronounced.
The manner and place of articulation of consonants in Indonesian language
are almost the same as English. The place of Articulations in Indonesian language
consists of:
1. Bilabial
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Bilabial is the sound which involves the upper lip and the lower lip. This
meaning is almost the same with bilabial in English consonants. The sounds that
are included in Bilabial sound in Indonesian language are /p/ as in the word pilek,
/b/ as in the word bobok, /m/ as in the word minta, and /w/ as in the word wanita
(Muslich, 2008: 51).
2. Labio-dental
The definition of labio-dental in Indonesian language is the same with
English. The production of sound occurs when the lower lip touch the upper teeth.
This sound can be found in /f/ as in the word filem and /v/ as in the word variasi
(Muslich, 2008: 51).
3. Alveolar
This sound is produced when the parts of the mouth which are in contact
are the tip of the tongue and the ridge just behind the upper teeth. That ridge is
common with alveolar ridge (Darjowidjodjo, 2009: 25). Alveolar can be found
in /t/ as in the word tidur, /d/ as in the word diam, /s/ as in the word selingkuh,
/z/ as in the word zaman, and /l/ as in the word laki-laki.
4. Alveo-Palatal
Alveo-Palatal means a combination between alveolar and palatal sound.
That is why it is called alveo-palatal or palato-alveolar (Darjowidjodjo, 2009:
26). It is produced when the tongue blade, that is, part of the tongue just behind
the tip, is in the area of the hard palate, slightly further back from the alveolar
ridge (Darjowidjodjo, 2009: 26). The sounds that include in this part are /tʃ / as
in the word cucian, /dƷ / as in the word jeruk and /ʃ / as in the word syariah.
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5. Palatal
The definition of palatal in indonesian consonant is almost the same with
English. The sound is produced when the front of the tongue raises to a point
on the hard palate just behind the alveolar ridge (O‟Gardy, 2010: 24). The
palatal consonants can be heard in /y/ as in the word bayaran, /ǹ / as in the
word nyisir, /x/ as in the word khabur.
6. Velar
Velar sound produces /k/ as in the word kuli, /g/ as in the word gombal,
and /ŋ/ as in the word ngomong as its consonants. It is produced when the
articulator is the back part of the tongue which touches the area called the
velum at the back part of the palate (Darjowidjodjo, 2009: 26)
7. Glotal
Glotal can be heard if the hole, that is called glottis in the vocal folds is
closed. The word hamzah can be identified as Glotal (Murslich: 2008: 52).
While, the manner of articulation in Indonesian language consists of:
1. Stop
Indonesian stop is almost the same with English. It is made by the
production of the air in oral cavity is closed and it is released suddenly. The first
closing is called stop implosive, the second release is called stop explosive. /b/ as
in the word boros, /t/ as in the word timbul, /d/ as in the word duka, /k/ as in the
word kelengkeng, and /g/ as in the word gerimis are the consonants that include in
stops (Murslich, 2008: 55).
2.

Trill
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Trill is the sound that is produced by blocking the air flow then it is opened
repeatedly and quickly. The sound that is included in this manner of articulation is
/r/ (Muslich, 2008: 55).
3. Affricative
Affricative produces the consonants /tʃ / as in the word pacar and /dƷ / as
in the word jurang. How to produce this sound is very easy. It can be heard if the
airflow is totally closed, then released bit by bit (Murslich, 2008: 55).
4. Fricative
Fricative is different with affricative. It happens when the air flow is not
totally blocked. So, there is still the air that can release smoothly. Fricative
consonants consist of /f/ as in the word kafan, /v/ as in the word variasi, /s/ as in
the word salam, /z/ as in the word zaman, /š/ as in the word syukur, and /x/ as in
the word khabar (Murslich, 2008: 55).
5. Approximants
Approximants is called semi-vowel. The explanation about indonesian
approximant sounds is the same with English in which they can be as consonant
or vowel. It depends on the point of view of their production (Darjowidjodjo,
2009: 48). When the sounds are seen as consonant, They are seen from the
distribution of the sound. In addition, if they are seen as the vowel, they produce
the sound just like the production of sound vowels. These sounds are not impeded
by any articulator in the mouth (Darjowidjodjo, 2009: 48). Indonesian consonants
have two approximants, they are /w/ as in the word waktu and /y/ and yayasan.
6. Lateral
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Lateral can be heard when the airflow is totally blocked but the air can
release through one side or another side of oral cavity. When /l/ as in lima is
produced, it is the part of lateral sound (Muslich, 2008: 55).
7. Nasal
Nasal produces /m/ as in the word makan, /n/ as in the word nangis, /ǹ / as in
the word nyewa, and /ŋ/ as in the word ngantuk. The reason why it calls nasal is
because of the production of the sound itself. It happens if the airflow that is from
oral cavity is totally closed so the air cannot release. Though, the air can be
released by the opening of nasal cavity and it flows through the nasal cavity
(Muslich, 2008: 55).
Table 1.2 Consonants in Indonesian Language
Manner of
articulation

Stop
Voiceless
Voiced
Affricative
Voiceless
Voiced
Fricative
Voiceless
Voiced
Trill
Lateral
Nasal
Approximants
Voiceless
Voiced

Bil
abi
al

Labi
odent
al

p
b

Place of Articulation
Alveol Palatoar
alveol palatal
ar
t
d

Glotal
velar

k
g
tʃ
dƷ

f
v

m

w

s
z
r
l
n

ʃ

x

ǹ

h

Ŋ

y

Source : Darjowidjodjo, Soenjono. English Phonetics and Phonology for Indonesian.
Jakarta: Yayasan Obor Indonesia. 2009: 50
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The Rules of Phonology
When you pronounce the sentences, there are many rules that can be

applied. Those rules include in phonology. It relates the phonemic representation
to the phonetic representations and is part of a speaker‟s knowledge of the
language (Fromkin, 2003: 301). Actually, the phonetic representation derived by
applying the phonological rules, includes all the linguistically relevant phonetic
aspects of the sound (Fromkin, 2003: 301). Based on Fromkin‟s book an
introduction to language, phonology has six rules according. They are:
a. Assimilation Rules
Assimilation rule refers to a rule which can make neighboring segments
more similar by copying or spreading a phonetic property from one segment to
another (Fromkin, 2003: 301). A simple definition to explain what assimilation is
the sound changes or the sound that makes it changes. There are many kinds of
examples that belong to assimilation rule. The first example of assimilation rule
can be heard clearly when the negative prefix in- is pronounced. Take a look at
the example that has been provided below:
Example :
in + potent = [‘Impәtәnt]
in + mature = [,Imә’tʃ ʊ r]
Another example of the assimilation rule can be said as the voiced assimilation.
When the word great boy is pronounced, the /t/ sound that is located in the middle
of the word becomes a voiced sound. So, the pronunciation will be [greidbɔ I].
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The /t/ is influenced by the position of /b/ sound which is voiced. That is why the
/t/ becomes voiced.
b. Dissimilation Rules
Dissimilation rules is the rules which segment becomes less similar to
another segment. (Fromkin, 2003: 306). This kind of rule actually has a natural
explanation from the listening perspective rather than speaker‟s understanding.
The example of dissimilation rules can be known when the word library [„la Ibәri],
governor [„g˄ vәnә], february [„febjuri], and also particular [pә‟tIkjәlә(r)] are
heard the first /r/ is dropped. Since it is difficult to pronounce double /r/ in a word
then the /r/ in the first syllable is dropped. The next example of the dissimilation
rules is in the word sisxth [siksθ] and fifth [fifθ]. The dissimilation rules change
the /θ/ which is fricative to stop /t/.
c. Feature Addition Rules
This rule is different from assimilation and dissimilation rules. Feature
addition rules is a rule that add a feature sound in the word sound. Aspiration is a
rule that is included in the feature addition rules (Fromkin, 2003: 307). The
symbol of aspiration is [xh]. The word can be aspirated if it is a voiceless stop /p,
t, k/ which is located in the initial position and it is stressed. For example, in the
/p/ sound as in the word paper is aspirated while the /p/ sound is in the initial
position, but then the /p/ sound is not aspirated when it is not located in the initial
position and it does not have stress like in the word deeper. It is the same with /t/
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sound. When the word time is produced, then the /t/ will be aspirated. It is
different from the word start.
d. Segment Deletion and Insertion Rules
Phonological rules may delete or add entire phonemic segments. These are
different from the feature changing and feature-adding rules (Fromkin, 2003:
307). Deletion changes the syllable structure in a word and it does not follow the
specific phonetic transcription. For example, the word Wild Wild West [wɑ Ild
wɑ Ild west] becomes [wɑ Il wɑ Il wes]. The final consonant is deleted when it is
combined with another consonant.
When deletion means delete the sound segment, then it is different from
the insertion rule. Insertion rule is a phonology rule that insert a vowel or
consonant in a segment sound of a word. This rule is also called epenthesis
(Fromkin, 2003: 310). The example of insertion rules can be found in the word
monolingual [,mɒ nәʊ ‟lIŋgwl]. Though the last syllable sound only has consonant
sound, the /ә/ sound can be added. So, the listener can be heard as
ә

[,mɒ nәʊ ‟lIŋgw l].
e. Movement (metathesis) Rules
Metathesis rule is phonological rule that may reorder sequences of
phoneme (Fromkin, 2003: 311). In English, metathesis rule can be found in the
word ask. The correct phonetic transcription for the word ask is [ǽks] but then if
the word ask is combined with suffix –ing then the pronunciation will be different
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from the original version. It will be [ǽskIŋ]. There is a movement sound between
the /k/ and the /s/ sound (Fromkin, 2003: 311).
d. Formal Notation Rule
Phonology rules have its own notation to describe the phonological
phenomenon that occurs in the language. When a formula of phonology has been
obtained, then there must have some explanations to describe the rule notation of
phonology. Rule notation that phonology has as follows:
B  C/ Y_____ Z
The B alphabet represents the target of features. Meaning to say it is the
input that is affected by the phonology process. The arrow meaning that is located
in the front of B is “become” (Fromkin, 2003: 302). Besides, the meaning of C is
the feature that is changed because of the rule. Meaning to say, C is the output of
the phonological rule that happens. The slash is written above means in “the
environment of” (Fromkin, 2003: 303). The underscore between the Y and Z
represents the segment changing has relation to the major segments in the
environment. It is placed before or after the segments that condition the change
(Fromkin, 2003: 303). The Y symbol of this notation represents preceding
environment while the Z symbol indicates the following environment.
Fromkin on her book, introduction to language gives an example that is related to
this formal notation rule. Actually, this application rule is restricted to the plural
and past tense morphemes. The example as follows:
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[+ voice]  [- voice] / [- voice] ________
The meaning of notation rule that is; a voiced segment becomes voiceless when
the preceding segment is voiceless. (Fromkin, 2003: 304).
C. Theoretical Framework
The theories that have been explained above will help the author to
understand the differences of English consonants and Indonesian consonants.
Then those explanations can help the author manage the analysis of this thesis
very carefully and more specific.
In order to answer all of the problem formulations that have been written
in chapter I, the author will use the theory that has been written in review of
related theories in this chapter. In addition, the author will compare the
consonants from both languages. After comparing the consonants from both
languages, the result hopefully can touch the accuracy of non-English major
students in pronouncing English final voiced consonants.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

A. Object of the Study
The objective of the study in this thesis is to identify the accuracy of nonEnglish major students in pronouncing English words with final voiced
consonants. In common, students of English major students always mispronounce
English words with final voiced consonants because some words are not available
in Indonesian language. As a result, they pronounce the word same as Indonesian
phonetic. In addition, the pronunciation of national language in Indonesia uses the
same pattern as the writing. It is different from English language. The
pronunciation accuracy is very important for this language and the pronunciation
is totally different from the writing. Besides, if someone is wrong to pronounce
one syllable or word in final voiced consonants the meaning will be different.
The object of this study is the students who are from Informatics system
of STMIK Amikom Yogyakarta. Those students come from 2008 – 2011
academic years. As it has been mentioned before, the purpose of this thesis is to
find out how Informatics system students of STMIK Amikom Yogyakarta
pronounce the English words with final voiced consonants. The focus of this
research is to know whether the accuracy of student‟s pronunciation is correct or
not. From this thesis can be known whether they can pronounce the /ᶞ / sound in
the final position correctly or not. Is there any changing from their pronunciation
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or not? This research also tries to identify the phonological processes that happen
when the students pronounce the English words with final voiced consonants.

B. Method of Study
The method that will be used is an empirical approach. Empirical approach
means the data is taken from the observation and it is not library research. From
that point, collecting data is done by coming to the students of informatics
systems (as data respondents) in STMIK Amikom Yogyakarta and giving some
English words ending in final voiced consonants. The range students are between
2008 – 2011 years. Since the purpose of this research is related to the
pronunciation, gathering data will be done by voice recording. Students
pronounce 90 English words with final voiced consonants words and their voice
will be recorded in tape recorder (instrument). The use of this instrument is very
important since this research needs an instrument to save students‟ voice. Their
voice then will be heard in order to make the phonetic transcriptions of the sounds
that have been recorded.
After collecting data, those students‟ voice will be transcribed into
phonetic transcription. These phonetic transcriptions then can be compared to
actual English phonetic transcription based on the pronunciation dictionary that is
from Longman dictionary. Since the theories of English and Indonesian
consonants have been written in chapter 2, the differences of both consonants and
the difficulties of students can be predicted.
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C. Research Procedure
The data populations in this research were the non-English major students
who study in STMIK Amikom Yogyakarta. The range students were from 2008 to
2011 academic years. The purpose of students‟ choice is to compare whether they
have similar level in pronouncing English words with final voiced consonants or
not. Actually, they have learned English since they were students in school.
a. Data Collection
The author found one non-English major students that can help the
author to obtain data. The criteria of informatics system‟s students are:
1. Student of informatic systems in STMIK Amikom Yogyakarta
who are from 2008 to 2011 academic years.
2. That student must be well-informed, can be a key to help
gathering data.
3. Has good understanding of what the author needs to do.
The author took 20 respondents as the data. Then, the
respondents are taken from informatics system of STMIK Amikom
Yogyakarta. They must pass English subject in that college with good grade.
The score minimum is B.
The procedures of collecting the data are:
1.

Students were asked to pronounce a list of words ending in English
words with final voiced consonants that had been prepared before.
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When they were pronouncing the words, the author recorded their
pronunciations. Tape recorder was used as instrument to record the
students‟ voice.

3.

After collecting all of the data by recording the students‟
pronunciation, the recording was listened and the phonetic
transcription was made.

4.

Those phonetic transcriptions were compared with actual English
phonetic transcriptions that are written in a Longman dictionary.

b. Data Analysis
After collecting the data, the author analyzed it based on the following
steps:
1. The first thing that the author did was collecting the information to
analyze the data from the book or other source.
2. Second, searching for the appropriate respondents who are from
informatics system in STMIK Amikom Yogyakarta. It was the
important key to collect data. They were given the English words with
final voiced consonants and their pronunciation would be recorded.
The instrument that used for recording was tape recorder. This
instrument was important because the students‟ voice would be the
main data for making the phonetic transcriptions.
3. The next step was listening to the recording. Then, from the listening,
the students‟ phonetic transcription would be done. The comparison
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with the right English phonetic transcription was the next step. This
meant to see how accurate those students‟ pronunciation.
4. The analysis summary about the differences of both consonants was
written based on the analysis of students‟ phonetic transcription.
5. Comparing the theory that had been written in chapter 2 was the next
step. The analysis would be based on the place of articulation, manner
of articulation and the voiced consonants from both languages.
6. From the recording, the phonetic transcription, and the identification,
the author could predict what sound that changed when the students
pronounced English words with final voiced consonants from certain
consonant and the analysis could be written.
7. After two questions in problem formulations had been answered. The
next step was to find out the answer for number three. This third
question would be done by searching and analyzing the data that were
taken from the research. Besides, book study was also used to avoid
wrong opinion.
8. Problem Formulation were done, the conclusions were made. It was
based on the analysis of this research.
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CHAPTER 1V
ANALYSIS

A. Comparison of Voiced Consonants in Indonesian Language and English
a. The Distribution of Each Consonant
Since there are three questions that have to be answered in this chapter, the
first problem formulation will be answered in this part. In common, every
language has its own characteristic of sound which is actually different from other
language. Though some of them are similar to other language, there are some
sounds which are foreign and it does not exist in that language. Then, to begin
answering the first problem formulation, the comparison of voiced consonants is
needed. It is needed in order to see the differences of sounds which may occur in
Indonesian language or English. As Wolfram and Robert Johnson said in their
book entitled Phonological Analysis that the level of difficulty is predicted based
on a comparison of phonological units in the two systems (1982:11).
Based on the classification of voiced consonants, there are 13 voiced
consonants that English has. Those voiced consonants are: /b/, /d/, /g/, /dƷ /, /v/,
/Ʒ /, /

ᶞ

/, /z/, /m/, /n/, /ŋ/, /l/, and /r/. While in Indonesian itself, there are 12

voiced consonants which are: /b/, /d/, /g/, /v/, /z/, /dƷ /, /m/, /n/, /ǹ /, /ŋ/, /l/, /r/.
a. The Voiced Bilabial Stop
The Indonesian and English voiced bilabial stop consonants sound consists
of /b/. In Indonesian language, /b/ is used in the words:
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Table 1.4 The Indonesian voiced bilabial stop
Initial Position
Batuk
[bɑ tuk]
Bali
[bali:]
Bebek
[bǽb3k]

Medial Position
Sabda
[sɑ bdɑ :]
Sabar
[sɑ :bɑ r]
Kabar
[kɑ :baɑ r]

-

Final Position
-

The production of sound /b/ in Bahasa Indonesia is the same as the
production of /p/ sound, though it has different character. The /b/ sound makes a
vibration in the vocal cords when it is produced, while the /p/ sound does not. In
common, /b/ is called voiced consonant while /p/ sound is called voiceless
consonant. In the spelling, Indonesian /b/ sound can be found in the initial,
medial, and final position. However, most of Indonesian people seem to
pronounce /p/ sound when it is located in the final position. It will happen if there
is a combination between vowel and /b/ sound in the final position. The word
“Kebab” will be pronounced as [kәbɑ p].
In English words, the bilabial stop consonants can be found in the word:
Table 1.5 English voiced bilabial stop
Initial Position
Medial Position
Bed
[bed]
Mobile
[‟mәʊ baIl]
Blow
[blәʊ ]
Publish
[‟p˄ blIʃ ]
Bomb
[bɑ :mb]
Unbelief
[,˄ nbә‟li:f]

Final Position
Job
[dƷ ɑ :b]
Pub
[p˄ b]
Grab
[gr˄ b]

The same as Indonesian voiced bilabial stop, the production of /b/ sound in
English is the same as /p/ sound. What makes it different is only on the vibration
of the vocal folds. This sound can be found in the initial, medial, and the final
position as the same as Indonesian /b/ sound. However, there is no alternation of
/b/ sound when it is located in the final position. Based on this explanation, the
distribution of sound can be written as:
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Table 1.6 The distribution of English and Indonesian voiced bilabial stop
The Voiced
Initial Position
Medial Position
Final Position
Bilabial Stop
Consonant:
/b/
Indonesian
+
+
English
+
+
+

b. The Voiced Alveolar Stop
The Indonesian and English voiced alveolar stop consonant are the same.
They have only one consonant, /d/. In English, there is only one way to pronounce
the voiced alveolar stop. It is produced by raising the front part of the tongue to
the alveolar ridge (O‟Gardy, 2010: 24). Whereas, the Indonesian voiced alveolar
stop have few ways to pronounce this consonant. The first way can be found in
the word dengan [dәŋɑ n]. The air way is totally closed since the tip of the tongue
is pressed in the throat. The palate is raised so the air cannot release through the
nose. While, in the word tidur [tIdur], the tip of the tongue is pointed to the back
and the palate is raised. The air which comes from the lungs is pressed and it is
released from the mouth.
In Indonesian language itself, the consonant sound of /d/ can be found in
many words such as:
Table 1.7 The Indonesian voiced alveolar stop
Initial Position
Medial Position
Dunia
[dunIɑ ]
Gadis
[gɑ dIs]
Dasi
[dɑ sI]
Bedah
[bәdɑ h]
Drama
[drɑ mɑ ] Indonesia [i:ndonesIɑ
]

Final Position
-

From the table above, it can be said that /d/ sound can be located in the
initial and medial position, but it can be found in the final position. Indonesian
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people change the sound /d/ with /t/ sound because they feel difficult to pronounce
the sound /d/ than /t/ in the final position. When they pronounce the words which
have /d/ sound in the final position, they reduce the degree of the voicedness and
it sounds like /t/ sound.
While in English, The voiced alveolar stop can be found in the words like:
Table 1.8 The English voiced alveolar stop
Initial Position
Medial Position
Duct
[d˄ kt]
Addition
[ә‟dIʃ n]
Dull
[d˄ l]
Paddle
[‟pǽdl]
Droop
[dru:p]
Sadness
[‟sǽdnәs]

Final Position
Dude
[du:d]
Did
[dId]
Grade
[greId]

Different from the Indonesian language, the English /d/ sound can be
found in the initial, medial, and final position of a word. English people do not
have any difficulty in pronouncing /d/ sound in the final position. That is why
there is no substitution of the sound /d/ in this place.
Based on the explanation above, it can be concluded that the voiced
alveolar stop in English can be found in the initial position, medial position, and
final position. In the contrary, Indonesian /d/ sound can only be found in the initial
position and medial position. So, the distribution of this consonant will be:
Table 1.9 The distribution of the Indonesian and English voiced alveolar stop
The Voiced
Initial Position
Medial Position
Final Position
Alveolar Stop
Consonant:
/d/
Indonesian
+
+
English
+
+
+

c. The Voiced Velar Stop
The voiced velar stop consists of the sound /g/. Both Indonesian and
English have this consonant. Actually, though English has /g/ in every word, it is
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not true that the word which has /g/ in their word can be pronounced with the
same sound and consonants. There are some words that are not pronounced by /g/
sound though it begins with /g/ consonant. Gym is the example. It is pronounced
using /dƷ / sound in the beginning not the /g/ sounds. While, in Indonesian
consonant, every word that is used /g/ consonant is pronounced the same with it.
That is why Indonesian people are difficult to pronounce some English words
because they have difficulty in spelling.
The /g/ sound in Indonesian language can be found in the words such as:
Table 2.0 Indonesian voiced velar stop
Initial Position
Medial Position
Gaun
[gɑ un]
Jagung
[jɑ guŋ]
Gemilang [gәmIlɑ ŋ] Jaguar [jɑ gʊ ɑ r]
Gula
[gulɑ ]
Magrib
[magrIb]

-

Final Position
-

This table says that there is no /g/ sound in the final position. When there
is a /g/ sound in the final position, they change into /k/ sound. In common,
Indonesian people cannot produce a voiced sound when it is placed in the final
position. The voiced sound becomes voiceless sound when it occurs in the end
of a word.
While, in English, the words that use the /g/ sound and /g/ consonant can
be seen in the word examples such as:
Table 2.1 English voiced velar stop
Initial Position
Gut
[g˄ t]
Gay
[gaI]
Growth [grәʊ θ]

Medial Position
Haggle
[‟hǽgl]
Gurgle
[‟g3:gl]
Digress
[daI‟gres]

Final Position
Pig
[pIg]
Big
[bIg]
Dig
[dIg]
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In English, the /g/ sound can be found in the initial, medial, and final
position. There is no difficulty and change when they pronounce the sound
using /g/ sound in the end of the words. From this point, the distribution of /g/
consonant as follows:
Table 2.2 The distribution of Indonesian and English voiced velar stop consonant
The Voiced Velar
Stop Consonant:
/g/
Indonesian
English

Initial Position

Medial Position

Final Position

+
+

+
+

+

d. The Voiced Labiodental Fricatives
The Indonesian and English voiced labiodental fricatives brings /v/ as
their sound. Indonesian consonant itself does not have appropriate /v/ sound in
their phonetic transcription. In common, Indonesian people pronounce the /v/
sound with the /f/ although they have /v/ sound in their manner and place of
articulation. They cannot produce it with the voiced way. The degree of their
vibration in pronouncing that sound is very low. That is why the word favorit is
pronounced as [faforit]. They way they pronounce /v/ sound brings the lower lip
touch the upper teeth and the airstream escapes with friction and there is no
vibration at all. It is the same with the production of /f/ sound which is voiceless.
It is totally different in English. English has its own /v/ sound and the voicedness
of this sound is very clear.
In English, there are many words that have /v/ sound in the various
positions. They are:
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Table 2.3 The English voiced labiodentals fricatives
Initial Position
Van
[vǽn]
Vocab
Vivid

[‟vәʊ kǽb]
[‟vIvId]

Medial Position
Derivation [,derI‟veIʃ
∂n]
Divide
[dI‟vaId]
Divine
[‟dI‟vaIn]

Final Position
Above
[ә‟b˄ v]
Leave
Live

[li:v]
[laIv]

The previous table shows that the /v/ sound can be found in the initial,
medial, and final position. From the explanation that has been discussed, the
distribution of this sound can be drawn as follows:
Table 2.4 The distribution of English and Indonesian voiced labiodentals
fricatives
The Voiced
Labiodentals
Fricatives
Consonant:
/v/
Indonesian
English

Initial Position

Medial Position

Final Position

+

+

+

e. The Voiced Interdental Fricatives
The English voiced interdental fricatives have / ᶞ/ in its sound classification.
The place of articulation of this sound is similar with the voiceless sound /θ/, but
the difference lies in the state of the vocal cord which vibrates or not. Indonesian
phonetic does not have the voiced interdental fricatives. In common, they
pronounce this sound by changing the /d/ or /t/ based on the word spelling that
represents this sound.
The sample of English words that contain the /ᶞ/ sound can be seen as
follows:
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Table 2.5 The English voiced interdental fricatives
Initial Position
The
[ᶞә]
That
[ᶞǽt]
They
[ᶞeI]

Medial Position
Mother
[‟m˄ ᶞәr]
Father
[‟f˄ ᶞәr]
Weather
[‟we ᶞәr]

Final Position
Breathe
[bri: ᶞ]
Clothe
[klәʊ ᶞ]
Bathe
bri: ᶞ]

So, the distribution of the [ᶞ] sound can be:
Table 2.6 The distribution of English and Indonesian voiced interdental fricatives
The Voiced
Interdental
Fricatives
Consonant:
/ᶞ/
Indonesian
English

Initial Position

Medial Position

Final Position

+

+

+

f. The Voiced Alveolar Fricatives
The Indonesian and English voiced alveolar fricatives consist of /z/ sound. In
Indonesian language, there are many words which have this sound. Though, there
are some sound changes when people say this sound. The difference between
Indonesian and English voiced alveolar fricatives occurs in the way of
pronouncing the words.
Table 2.7 The Indonesian voiced alveolar fricatives
Initial Position
Zakat
[zɑ kɑ t]
Zaman
[zɑ mɑ n
]
Zebra
[zebrɑ ]

Medial Position
Lezat
[lәzɑ t]
Azimat
[ɑ zImɑ t]
Azab

[ɑ zab]

-

Final Position
-

-

-

From this table, it can be seen that the /z/ sound occurs only in the initial
position and the medial position. In addition, the pronunciation of the sound
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usually changes into voiceless /s/ or /dƷ / for old people. If zebra is asked to be
pronounced, he changes it into /dƷ ebrɑ / or /sebrɑ /. Actually, this kind of
phenomenon does not occur in English consonant. If native English is asked to
pronounce /z/, the result of his pronunciation will be the same. There is no
pronunciation change at all. The next table is the example of /z/ in English words.
Those are:
Table 2.8 The English voiced alveolar fricatives
Initial Position
Medial Position
Zap
[zǽp]
Lizard
[‟lIzәd]
Zeal
[zi:l]
Disastr [dI‟zɑ :strәs
ous
]
Zest
[zest]
Buzzw [‟b˄ zw3:d]
ord

Final Position
Boxes
[bɒ kziz]
Buzz
[b˄ z]
Disease

[dI‟zi:z]

From those tables, the distribution of consonant that can be written as follows:
Table 2.9 The distribution of English and Indonesian voiced alveolar fricatives
The Voiced
Initial Position Medial Position
Final Position
Alvelar Fricatives
Consonant:
/z/
Indonesian
+
+
English
+
+
+

g. The Voiced Palato-Alveolar Fricatives
Indonesian phonetic does not have the voiced alveo-palatal fricatives. This
sound only occurs in English. That is why for Indonesian people, it is hard to
pronounce /Ʒ / sound in their word pronounciation. As the result, they tend to
change the /Ʒ / sound in the alternative way. Some people change the sound with
another sound like /dƷ / or /s/. It is based on the representation of consonant in the
word spelling. Actually, In English, /Ʒ / can be found in the word:
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Table 3.0 The English voiced palato-alveolar fricatives
Initial Position
Genre
[‟Ʒ ɒ nrә]
Gigolo
[‟Ʒ Igәlәʊ ]

Medial Position
Leisure
[leƷ ә(r)]
Measure
[‟meƷ ә(r)
]
Treasure

[‟treƷ ә(r)]

Final Position
Garage
[‟gǽrɑ :Ʒ ]
Beige
[beiƷ ]
Luge

[lu:Ʒ ]

Based on the explanation above, the distribution of this sound in English and
Indonesian language can be:
Table 3.1 The distribution of English and Indonesian voiced palato-alveolar
fricatives
The Voiced Alveo- Initial Position
Medial Position
Final Position
Palatal Fricatives
Consonant:
/Ʒ /
Indonesian
English
+
+
+

h. The Voiced Palato-Alveolar Affricative
Indonesian and English have /dƷ / in their phonetic transcription. Though
they have same /dƷ /, Indonesian people still have difficulties in pronouncing the
English words using the /dƷ / sound in the final position because Indonesian
phonetic does not have /dƷ / sound in the final position. Besides, Indonesian
people pronounce the /dƷ / sound almost the same with the /c/ when it is
pronounced in the final position. It is the same with the other voiced consonant
which is located in the end of the word. Most of them are pronounced without
having vibrating sound. Indonesian speakers tend to change them into voiceless
sound. There are many words which has Indonesian voiced palato-alveolar
affricative but there is no word which have /dƷ / sound in the end of the word.
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Table 3.2 The Indonesian voiced alveo-palatal affricative
Initial Position
Medial Position
Jurang
[dƷ urɑ ŋ]
Belanja
[bәlɑ ndƷ ɑ ]
Jakarta
[dƷ ɑ kɑ rt Keranjang [kәrɑ ndƷ ɑ ŋ
ɑ]
]
Jono
[dƷ ono]
Belajar
[bәlɑ dƷ ɑ r]

-
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Final Position
-

-

-

The manner of articulation of this sound in both languages influences the
result of the native pronunciation. When English speaker wants to pronounce the
/dƷ / sound in Bahasa Indonesia, the difference will be clearly heard.
English words using the /dƷ / sound can be heard in many words such as:
Table 3.3 The English voiced palato-alveolar affricative
Initial Position
Medial Position
Final Position
General
[‟dƷ enrәl]
Major
[‟meIdƷ ә(r)
Judge
[dƷ ˄ dƷ ]
]
Job
[dƷ ɒ b]
Graduate [‟grǽdƷ uәt]
Grudge
[gr˄ dƷ ]
Journey
[‟dƷ 3:ni]
Edgy
[‟edƷ i]
Encourage [In‟k˄ ridƷ ]
From this point, the distribution of the /dƷ / sound in Bahasa Indonesia and
English can be:
Table 3.4 The distribution of English voiced palato-alveolar affricative
The Voiced AlveoPalatal Affricative
Consonant:
/dƷ /
Indonesian
English

Initial Position

Medial Position

Final Position

+
+

+
+

+

i. The Voiced Bilabial Nasal
The voiced bilabial nasal in Bahasa Indonesia and English can be found in
the word /m/. Both languages have the same pronunciation in this word. In
common, Indonesian people do not feel /m/ sound is difficult to be pronounced.
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They can say it correctly without having problem. The example of Indonesian
words can be found in many words such as:
Table 3.6 The Indonesian voiced bilabial nasal
Initial Position
Monyet
[moňet]
Molekul
[molәkul]
Minta
[mIntɑ ]

Medial Position
Bermalam [bәrmɑ lɑ m]
Bermukim
[bәrmukIm]
Memangkas [mәmɑ ŋkas]

Final Position
Brem
[brәm]
Dalam
[dɑ lɑ m]
Minim
[mInIm]

While, the example of English words can be found in:
Table 3.7 The English voiced bilabial nasal
Initial Position
Medial Position
Monster
[‟mɒ nstә(r)/
Glamour
[‟glǽmә(r)]
Miracle
[‟mIrәkl]
Gleam
[gli:m]
Modificati
on

[,mɒ dIfI‟keIʃ
n]

Clumsy

[‟kl˄ mzi]

Final Position
Blame
[bleIm]
Laudanum [‟lɔ :dәn
әm]
Boom
[bu:m]

From those tables, it can be seen that /m/ sound can be found in the initial
position, medial position, and final position. So, the distribution of this sound will
be:
Table 3.8 The distribution of English and Indonesian voiced bilabial nasal
The Voiced Bilabial
Initial Position Medial Position
Final Position
Nasal Consonant:
/m/
Indonesian
+
+
+
English
+
+
+
j. The Voiced Alveolar Nasal
In English, the voiced alveolar nasal is produced as same as /d/ sound.
These sounds are produced by putting the tip of the tongue on the alveolar ridge.
Though, it has a difference which the airstream is released. In Indonesian, the
airstream is released through the nose as the velum does not close the nasal cavity
while /n/ sound is produced.
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Indonesian voiced alveolar nasal does not have allophone in its consonant /n/,
while English has one allophone of this sound. It can be felt doubled when it is
located in the medial position of the word. The example of the word can be found
in the table below as with the Indonesian words which contain the /n/ sound.
Table 3.9 The Indonesian voiced alveolar nasal
Initial Position
Nangka
[nɑ ŋkɑ ]
Nanti
Nangis

[nɑ ntI]
[nɑ ŋIs]

Medial Position
Menda [mәndɑ kI]
ki
Minum
[mInum]
Kena
[kәnɑ ]

Final Position
Simpan
[sImpɑ n]
Pesan
Kanan

[pәsɑ n]
[kɑ nɑ n]

English words:
Table 4.0 The English voiced alveolar nasal
Initial Position
Medial Position
No
[nәʊ ]
Ninth
[naInθ]
Niece
[ni:s]
Manner [‟mǽnә(r)]
Night
[naIt]
Scanner [skǽnә(r)]

Final Position
Nine
[naIn]
Plane
[plǽn]
Canteen
[kǽn‟ti:n]

The distribution of this sound in Indonesian and English language will be:
Table 4.1 The distribution of Indonesian and English voiced alveolar nasal
The Voiced Alveolar Initial Position Medial Position
Final Position
Nasal Consonant:
/n/
Indonesian
+
+
+
English
+
+
+
k. The Voiced Velar Nasal
Indonesian and English consonant has /ŋ/ sound in their phonetic
transcription. For Indonesian voiced velar consonant, /ŋ/ sound can be found in
the medial and final position. On the other hand, English does not have the initial
position for this sound. It is the same with Indonesian. In common, English native
speakers have difficulties in pronouncing the /ŋ/ sound in the initial position.
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Since English does not have phonetic transcription for this sound in the initial
position, it would be very difficult for them to pronunce the words using /ŋ/ in the
initial position. Though Indonesian does not have this sound in the initial position,
the sound can be found in Javanese language. In addition, Javanese language
influences the words in Indonesian. There are some words in Javanese using /ŋ/
sound in the initial position but it is also used by Indonesian people for
communicating each other. There are two ways to pronounce this sound in
Indonesian sound. The first one is by adding sound /g/ after /ŋ/. The example has
been provided below, and the last, there is no additional sound at all. The example
of this sound can be seen in the table below.
Table 4.2 The Indonesian voiced velar nasal
Initial Position
Medial Position
Bangga
[bɑ ŋga]
Bangun
[bɑ ŋun]
Bangau
[bɑ ŋɑ u]

Final Position
Bilang
[bIlɑ ŋ]
Banting
[bantIŋ]
Kambing
[kambIŋ]

While, English also has the word which the /ŋ/ sound is combined with the /g/
sound. The example of English can be seen in:
Table 4.3 The English voiced velar nasal
Initial Position
Medial Position
Finger
/‟fIŋgә(r)/
Hanger
/hǽŋә(r)/
Length
/lǽŋθәn/
en

Final Position
King
/kIŋ/
Ring
/rIŋ/
Sing
/sIŋ/

Based on the analysis and the tables that have been provided above, the
distribution of this sound in Indonesian and English phonetic can be:
Table 4.4 The distribution of Indonesian and English voiced velar nasal
The Voiced Velar Initial Position Medial Position
Final Position
Nasal Consonant:
/ŋ/
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+
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+
+

l. The Voiced Alveolar Lateral
The /l/ Sound can be found in English and Indonesian consonant sounds.
In common, British English has what it calls the dark /l/ and the clear /l/. Those
allophones of /l/ can be found in the initial (clear /l/) and final position (dark /l/).
In the contrary, in Indonesian, there are no allophones. This sound is pronounced
just the same with the correct phonetic transcription. The location of the /l/ sound
in the Indonesian word does not influence the way of pronunciation.
The example of Indonesian /l/ sound can be found in the words such as:
Table 4.5 The Indonesian voiced alveolar lateral
Initial Position
Lampu
[lɑ mpu]
Lilin
[lIlIn]
Lemah
[lәmah]

Medial Position
Balai
[bɑ lɑ I]
Balkon
[bɑ lkon]
Berlabuh [bәrlɑ buh
]

Final Position
Ambil
[ɑ mbIl]
Buntil
[buntIl]
Ramal
[rɑ mɑ l]

English /l/ consonant sound:
Table 4.6 The English voiced alveolar lateral
Initial Position
Medial Position
Loin
[lɔ In]
Billiard
[‟bIliәdz]
Load
[lәʊ d]
Million
[‟mIljәn]
Look
[lʊ k]
Billion
[‟bIljәn]

Final Position
Bottle
[‟bɒ tl]
Middle
[‟mIdl]
Riddle
[‟rIdl]

Those tables above show that Indonesian and English have the /l/ sound in
the initial, medial, and final position. For Indonesian people themselves, there is
no difficulty in pronouncing this sound, though they have to pay attention for
syllabic consonant that English have.
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From this explanation, the distribution of this sound in Indonesian and
English words will be:

Table 4.7 The distribution of Indonesian and English voiced alveolar lateral
The Voiced Alveolar Initial Position Medial Position
Final Position
Lateral Consonant:
/l/
Indonesian
+
+
+
English
+
+
+
m. The Voiced Alveolar Approximants
Indonesia does not have the voiced alveolar approximants. The /r/ sound in
Indonesian phonetic is included in trill sound. It happens since the pronunciation
of /r/ in this sound is different from English. In Indonesian phonetic, the sound /r/
is produced by having the tip of alveolar ridge many times. Since the English /r/ is
approximants, the pronunciation can be felt as vowel. In addition, it feels like
consonant too if it is pronunced. There is no contact between the tongue and the
speech apparatus in the mouth. The airstream is released through the space
between the tongue tip and the alveo-palatal area. The example of the /r/ sound in
Indonesian language and English can be seen in the tables below. The /r/ sound
can be found in the initial, medial and final position. It is also the same with
English. It also can be found in the initial, medial, and final position.
Table 5.1 The Indonesian voiced alveolar approximants
Initial Position
Rumah
[rumɑ h]
Rakit
[rɑ kIt]
Rimba

[rImbɑ ]

Medial Position
Lari
[lɑ rI]
Larangan [lɑ rɑ ŋɑ n
]
Lirik
[lIrIk]

Final Position
Sangkar
[sɑ ŋkɑ r]
Bujur
[budƷ ur]
Kubur

[kubur]
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While, this table contains the example of the English /r/ sound, as follows:
Table 5.2 The English voiced alveolar approximants
Initial Position
Medial Position
Final Position
Real
[‟ri:әl]
Penumbra [pә‟n˄ mbrә] Glare
/gleә(r)/
Read
[‟ri:d]
Principle
[‟prInsәpl]
Far
/fɒ (r)/
Reactive [ri‟ǽktiveIt]
Period
[‟pIәriәd]
Car
/cɒ (r)/
From the examples that have been written in the previous tables, the
distribution of the /r/ sound in Indonesian and English language can be written as
follows:
Table 5.3 The distribution of Indonesian and English voiced alveolar
approximants consonant
The Voiced Alveolar Initial Position Medial Position
Final Position
Approximants
Consonant:
/r/
Indonesian
+
+
+
English
+
+
+
n. The Voiced Palatal Nasal
Apart from those explanations, there is still one consonant sound that has
not been explained yet. The sound itself is /ǹ /. This sound only exists in the
Indonesian consonant sound and includes in the Indonesian voiced palatal nasal. It
is produced by having the front part of the tongue touch the palate blocking the
airstream from the lungs. Somehow, this sound can be heard as the combination
of the sound /n/ and /j/ sound. It only appears in the initial position and the medial
position. The example can be seen in this next table:
Table 5.7 The Indonesian voiced palatal nasal consonant
Initial Position
Medial Position
Nyamuk [ǹ amuk] Punya
[puǹ a]
Nyenyak [ǹ eǹ ak] Banyak
[bɑ ǹ ɑ k]
Nyaring
[ǹ arIŋ]
Tanya
[tɑ ǹ ɑ ]

Final Position
-
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From this point, English native speakers must have difficulties in learning
and pronuncing this sound since there is no phonetic transcription of this sound in
English phonetic. This sound only occurs in Indonesian phonetic transcription.
Meaning to say, this sound is a foreign consonant sound for English native
speakers.
Based on this explanation, the distribution of this sound will be:
Table 5.8 The distribution of Indonesian voiced palatal nasal consonant
The Voiced
Initial Position Medial Position
Final Position
Palatal Nasal
Consonant:
/ǹ /
Indonesian
+
+
English
-

b. The Comparison of the English and Indonesian Final Voiced Consonants
This part will contrast the English and Indonesian final voiced consonants.
By contrasting the English and Indonesian final voiced consonant sounds, the
similarities and the differences of both final voiced consonants can be identified.
In addition, the similarities may take non-English major students easy to
pronounce the final voiced consonant sounds that exist also in their phonetic
transcription. In the contrary the differences of the sound may take the problems
or difficulties for those students. Lado said that the elements that are similar to
their native language will be simple for them, and those elements that are different
will be difficult (1957:2).
The similarities and the differences of the sound may be seen from the
distribution of the sound itself. For Indonesian and English voiced consonants
themselves, they actually can be found in initial, medial, and final position of the
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words. Nevertheless, some sounds can be found in initial and medial position, but
then they cannot be found in the final position. It is happened in both languages,
Indonesian and English. When one sound does not exist in the final position then
it may be a problem for the non-English major students to pronounce that sound.
The distribution can be seen clearly in the table below.
Table 5.9 The comparison of English and Indonesian final voiced consonants

b
d
g
dƷ
v
Ʒ
δ
z
m
n
ǹ
ŋ
l
r

Indonesian Final English
Final
Voiced Consonant Voiced Consonant
Final Position
Final Position



















From the table above, it can be seen that there are 8 English consonant sounds
which do not exist in the final position in the Indonesian consonant sounds. There
are /d/, /g/, /dƷ /, v/, /Ʒ /, /δ/, /z/ and /b/. Though Indonesian has /ǹ / sound as their
voiced consonant sounds, Indonesian does not have /ǹ / in the final position. This
will influence the pronunciation of Indonesian speaker when they want to
pronounce English words which ending in those consonants that are not available
in their phonetic transcription.
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B. Non-English Major Students’ Pronunciation
The 20 Informatics system students of STMIK Amikom Yogyakarta had
pronounced 112 sounds which consist of 13 voiced consonant sounds. There are
13 voiced consonant sounds that consist of 3 English words which are located in
the final position. From the data taken from Informatics system students of
STMIK Amikom Yogyakarta, the students tend to pronounce the following
English consonants sounds below:
a. The Pronunciation of English with Final Voiced Consonants for the /ᶞ /
Sounds
The first voiced consonant that was wrong to be pronounced by the
informatics system students is the /ᶞ / sound. The /ᶞ / sound was pronounced
differently by all infomatics system students of STMIK Amikom Yogyakarta.
Those are:
Table 6.0 The Informatics System Students Pronunciation of the /ᶞ / sound
English
Phonetic
Non-English
Words
Transcription
major
in English
students’
pronunciation
Breathe

[bri:ᶞ ]

[bri:t]

Clothe

[klәʊ ᶞ ]

[klot]

Bathe

[beIᶞ ]

[bet]

From the data above, it is seen that all students pronounced the three words
different from the Standard English phonetic transcription. The students
pronunced the /ᶞ / as the /t/ sound in the final position. Those students changed
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the voiced consonant into the voiceless consonants. The percentage covers 100%
of the students who became the respondents of this research.
b. The Pronunciation of English with Final Voiced Consonants for the /Ʒ /
Sounds
Table 6.1 The Informatics System Students Pronunciation of the /Ʒ / sound
English
words

Phonetic
Transcription

Non-English
major students’
pronunciation

Luge

[lu:Ʒ ]

[lu:g]

Beige

[beIƷ ]

[beIdƷ ]

Garage

[‟gǽrɑ :Ʒ ]

[gәreIdƷ ]

From the data that has been provided above, it is seen that all students
pronounced the sound different from the Standard English phonetic transcription.
All students pronounced the /Ʒ / sound in the word luge as the /g/ in the end of the
word. In addition, the students pronunce /Ʒ / sound in the word beige and garage
as the /dƷ / sound in the final position.
c. The Pronunciation of English with Final Voiced Consonants for the /b/
Sounds
Table 6.2 The Informatics System Students Pronunciation of the /b/ sound
English
Phonetic
Non-English
Words
Transcription major students’
pronunciation
Job

[dƷ ɒ b]

[dƷ ɒ p]

Pub

[pɒ b]

[pɒ p]

Grab

[grɒ b]

[grɒ p]
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The data table that has been provided above shows that most students of
Informatics system of STMIK Amikom Yogyakarta pronounced the /b/ sound as
/p/ in the final position. As it has been mentioned in the previous subtitle,
Indonesian people tend to change the voiced /b/ sound with the /p/ sound which is
voiceless. It happens in this research also. The students changed the voiced sound
into the voiceless one.

d. The Pronunciation of English with Final Voiced Consonants for the /v/
Sounds
Table 6.3 The Informatics System Students Pronunciation of the /v/ sound
English
Phonetic
Non-English major
Words
Transcription
students’
pronunciation
Love

[l˄ v]

[l˄ f]

Believe

[bI‟li:v]

[belIәf]

Pave

[peIv]

[pǽf]

From the data above, it is seen that all students of Informatics system of
STMIK Amikom Yogyakarta pronounced the /v/ sound as /f/ in the final position.
Meaning to say, they change the /v/ sound which is voiced into voiceless.
e. The Pronunciation of English with Final Voiced Consonants for the /d/
Sounds
Table 6.4 The Informatics System Students Pronunciation of the /d/ sound
English
Phonetic
Non-English
Words
Transcription major students’
pronunciation
Worried

[‟w˄ rid]

[‟worIt]

Blood

[bl˄ d]

[bl˄ t]

Provide

[prә‟vaId]

[provaIt]
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Based on the table that has been provided above, it is seen that the /d/
sound which is located in the final position change into the /t/ sound. All students
pronounced the /d/ sound as /t/ sound.
f. The Pronunciation of English with Final Voiced Consonants for the /g/
Sounds
Table 6.5 The Informatics System Students Pronunciation of the /g/ sound
English
Phonetic
Non-English
Words
Transcription major students’
pronunciation
Pig

[pIg]

[pIk]

Big

[bIg]

[bIk]

Plug

[pl˄ g]

[pl˄ k]

It can be seen from the table that most students of Informatics system of
STMIK Amikom Yogyakarta pronounced the /g/ sound which is voiced as /k/
which is voiceless in the final position. They pronounced the /k/ sound
unconsciously and automatically since there is no /g/ sound in Indonesian
phonetic transcription.
g. The Pronunciation of English with Final Voiced Consonants for the /z/
Sounds
Table 6.6 The Informatics System Students Pronunciation of the /z/ sound
English
Phonetic
Non-English
Words
Transcription
major
students’
pronunciation
Freeze
[fri:z]
[fri:s]
breeze

[bri:z]

[bri:s]

buzz

[b˄ z]

[b˄ s]
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From the table that has been provided above shows that all Informatics
system students of STMIK Amikom Yogyakarta pronounced the /z/ sound as /t/
sound in the final position. They changed the /z/ sound which is voiced sound into
the voiceless sound in the end of the word.

h. The Pronunciation of English with Final Voiced Consonants for the /dƷ /
Sounds
Table 6.7 The Informatics System Students Pronunciation of the /dƷ / sound
English
Words

Phonetic
Transcription

Non-English
major students’
pronunciation

Passage

[„pǽsIdƷ ]

[„pǽsedƷ ]

Parsonage

[„pɑ :s∂nIdƷ ]

[„pɑ rsoneIdƷ ]

Storage

[„stɔ :rIdƷ ]

[„storedƷ ]

From the table above, it is seen that the Informatics system studens of
STMIK Amikom Yogyakarta did not have any difficulty in pronouncing the /dƷ /
sound which is located in the final position. They could pronounce the / dƷ /
sound in the word passage, parsonage, and storage correctly. They can produce
this sound correctly since Indonesian phonetic transcription has this sound in their
manner and place of articulation.

i. The Pronunciation of English with Final Voiced Consonants for the /r/
Sounds
The next consonant sound is the /r/ sound. The English /r/ sound is
different from the Indonesian /r/ sound. In this research, the students
pronunciation can be seen from the table that has been provided below.
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Table 6.8 The Informatics System Students Pronunciation of the /dƷ / sound
English
Phonetic
Non-English
Words
Transcription major students’
pronunciation
Mother

[„m˄

ᶞ

әr]

[„m˄ dәr]

Remember

[rI‟m3mbәr]

[rI‟m3mbәr]

Pressure

[„preʃ әr]

[„presәr]

From the table above, it is seen that the students could pronounce the
sound /r/ in the final position correctly. There was no difficulty to pronounce the
/r/ sound in the word mother, remember and pressure which are located in the
final position.
j. The Pronunciation of English with Final Voiced Consonants for the /m/
Sounds
Indonesian and English phonetic and phonology have the /m/ sound in
their voiced consonants. How the students pronounced this sound can be seen in
the next table.
Table 6.9 The Informatics System Students Pronunciation of the /m/ sound
English
Phonetic
Non-English
Words
Transcription major students’
pronunciation
Dream

[dri:m]

[dri:m]

Blame

[bleIm]

[blem]

Cream

[kri:m]

[kri:m]
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From the table above, it is seen that the students of Informatics system of
STMIK Amikom Yogyakarta did not have any difficulty in pronouncing the /m/
sound which is located in the final position. They could pronounce the /m/ sound
correctly.
k. The Pronunciation of English with Final Voiced Consonants for the /ŋ/
Sounds
Table 7.0 The Informatics System Students Pronunciation of the /ŋ/ sound
English

Phonetic

Non-English

Words

Transcription

major students’
pronunciation

Sing

[sIŋ]

[sIŋ]

Setting

[„setIŋ]

[„setIŋ]

Sewing

[„sәʊ Iŋ]

[„sewIŋ]

From the table that has been provided below, it is seen that the Informatics
system students of STMIK Amikom Yogyakarta could pronounce the /ŋ/ sound
which is located in the final position correctly. The /ŋ/ sound which is in the word
sing, setting and also sewing could be pronounced without having any difficulties.
The correctness of this sound covers 100%.
l. The Pronunciation of English with Final Voiced Consonants for the /n/
Sounds
Table 7.1 The Informatics System Students Pronunciation of the /n/ sound
English
Words

Phonetic
Transcription

Clown

[klaʊ n]

Non-English
major students’
pronunciation
[klaʊ n]

Noun

[naʊ n]

[naʊ n]

Drawn

[drɔ :n]

[drɔ :n]
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From the table above, it is seen that the students could pronounce the /n/
sound which is located in the final position correctly. The percentage of the
correctness covers 100% percent. Since the /n/ sound can be found in Indonesian
phonetic transcription, it is easy for them to pronounce this sound correctly. That
is why this sound cannot be concluded as foreign sound for them.
m. The Pronunciation of English with Final Voiced Consonants for the /l/
Sounds
Table 7.2 The Informatics System Students Pronunciation of the /l/ sound
English
Words

Phonetic
Transcription

Boil

[bɔ Il]

Non-English
major students’
pronunciation
[boIl]

Soil

[sɔ Il]

[soIl]

Oil

[ɔ Il]

[oIl]

From the table above it is seen that the Informatics system students of
STMIK Amikom Yogyakarta could pronounce the /l/ which is located in the end
of the word correctly. The word boil, soil and oil could be pronounced without
having difficulties. There is no substitution or changing this consonant sound
since they also have the /l/ consonant sound in Indonesian phonetic transcription.

C. The Differences of Standard English Pronunciation and Non-English
Major Students’ English Pronunciation
The research that has been done brings the significance result about the
pronounciation accuracy of non-English major students in pronouncing English
words with final voiced consonants. There were 20 students who became the
respondents and pronounced those 112 words in a row.
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Based on the result of the research, the English words pronounciation
accuracy had many variations. It covers the right and wrong pronounciation.
When they did not recognize the foreign sound that they have not met before, they
changed or substituted it with the native sounds based on the consonant that
represent that sound in the word spelling. The table below contains the result of
the non-English major pronunciations when they pronounced the consonant
sounds which are located in the final position. It covers the substitution of the
sound that they do not recognize and they changed it with the spelling consonant
that is written in the word.
Table 7.3 The substitution of consonant sound that has been done by Non-English
major students phonetic transcription
English consonants
Non-English major
students’ pronunciation
Ʒ
dƷ , g
t
ᶞ
b
p
v
f
d
t
z
s
g
k
The discussion of non-English major students will be categorized based
on the phonological processes that occur when they pronounced the words. The
following are discussion of phonological process that is made by non-English
major students that are studying in STMIK Amikom Yogyakarta.
a. Consonant Change
1. The Substitution of /dƷ / and /g/ for /Ʒ /
Based on the research that had been done previous time, all of non-English
major students could not pronounce the /Ʒ / in the final position correctly. The
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percentage of the miss pronunciations covers 100% of the total students. The
detail phonetic transcription of the pronunciation can be seen in the data table that
has been provided below.
Table 7.4 The Pronunciation of /Ʒ / sound by the non-English major students
The
English
Phonetic
Non-English
Percentage of
Distribution
words
Transcription Major Students’
Incorrect
of the /Ʒ /
Pronunciation
Pronunciation
Sound
of the Sound
/Ʒ /
Final
100%
Luge
[lu:Ʒ ]
[lu:g]
Position
Beige
[beIƷ ]
[beIdƷ ]
Garage

[‟gǽrɑ :Ʒ ]

[gәreIdƷ ]

The /g/ and /dƷ / sound is used in order to substitute the /Ʒ / sound in the
final position. Based on the data research and theory that is written in the chapter
2, the /Ʒ / sound does not exist in Indonesian phonetic transcription. Indonesian
phonetic does not pronounce the sounds which have strong trumpet-shaped liprounding like /ʃ / and /Ʒ /. That is why those sounds do not occur in Indonesian
sound. In addition, most Indonesian phonetic transcription has voiceless sound in
each word especially those which are located in the final position. As the result,
Non-English major students could not pronounce the word correctly since they
did not know the correct pronunciations of it. Then, they changed it with other
words which they have in their knowledge.
Since the Indonesian people pronounce the words with the same sound
that is written in the spelling, the pronunciations of the non-English major
students are the same with the consonants which are written in the word.
However, the students use the /g/ and the /dƷ / sound to substitute the /Ʒ / sound.
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Since they have known the words before and they have learned English for years,
they suppose to know how to pronunce the right pronunciation for those two
words. Before the explanation comes further, the feature of this sound can be
drawn as follows:

/Ʒ /
+ Voiced
+ Fricatives
+ Palato-Alveolar

/g/
+ Voiced
+ Stop
+ Velar

The first feature brings the /Ʒ / and /g/ sound. It can be seen that they are voiced.
Though the way of pronouncing the word is different, the /g/ sound is similar with
/Ʒ / sound when it is pronounced. Since they are voiced, it is possible to Palatoalveolar and velar have the same way to pronounce the sound though it has
different place of articulation.

/Ʒ /
+ Voiced
+ Fricatives
+ Palato-Alveolar

/dƷ /
+ Voiced
+ Affricative
+ Palato-Alveolar

In the final position, the students changed the /Ʒ / sound with /dƷ / and /g/ sound.
This is possible to students‟ substitute the sound because the sound /Ʒ / and /dƷ /
have the same manner of articulation and they are voiced. The way of
pronunciations comes to the closest sound which comes to the sound /dƷ /. It also
happens with the sound /g/. From this point, the matrixes that can be drawn are:
[Ʒ ]

[dƷ ]/CVCV ______ #

[Ʒ ]

[g]/CVVCV________#

[Ʒ ]

[g]/CVCVCV________#
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The students substitute the voiced palato-alveolar fricatives with two sounds.
They are: the voiced velar stop and the voiced palato-alveolar affricatives when
those sounds are located in the final position.
2. Substitution of /t/ for /ᶞ /
The second sound that is totally wrong to be pronounced is /ᶞ /. It happens
since this consonant sound does not occur in Indonesian phonetic transcription.
Meaning to say, it is a foreign sound for Indonesian people. Actually, the students
changed this sound with /t/ sound based on the consonant that represents the
sound in the word spelling which spreads in the final position. They did it because
in Indonesia itself, the word spelling represents the sound which wants to be
pronounced. There is no alternation and change when the sound is produced. They
read the word as the word writing has in its spelling. That is why the /t/ is chosen
since it is written in the word and they must think that that is the right sound to be
pronounced. The pronounciation of non-English students can be seen clearly in
the table that has been provided below.
Table 7.5 The Pronunciation of /ᶞ / sound by the non-English major students
The
English
Phonetic
Non-English
Percentage of
Distribution
Words
Transcription
Major
Incorrect
Students’
Pronunciation
of the /ᶞ /
Pronunciation
of the Sound
Sound
/ᶞ /
Final
Breathe
[bri:t]
100%
[bri:ᶞ ]
Position
Clothe
[klot]
[klәʊ ᶞ ]
Bathe
[bet]
[beIᶞ ]

From the table above, it is clearly stated that the students changed the
sound /ᶞ / with /t/ when it is located in the final position. The /t/ sound is chosen
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as the alternative way to pronounce this sound since the word spelling that
represent this sound is /t/.

/ᶞ /

/t/

+ Voiced
+ Fricatives
+ Interdentals

- Voiced
+ Stop
+ Alveolar

The students substitute the /ᶞ / sound with the /t/ sound. It happens when it is
located in the final position. As it has been stated that the Indonesian people never
produce the sound by inserting the tongue between the upper teeth and lower
teeth, furthermore, Indonesian people are rare to pronounce the sound which is
voicing when it is located in the medial and final position. Since /d/ sound is
voiced consonant, they naturalize the sound by substituting the sound with /t/
which is voiceless. From this point, the rule that can be drawn is:
[ᶞ ]

[t]/CCVC ______ #

[ᶞ ]

[t]/CCVC ______ #

[ᶞ ]

[t]/CVC ______ #

This rules show that the students substitute the voiced interdental fricatives with
the voiceless alveolar stop in the final position.
3. Substitution of /p/ for /b/
For the sound /b/, the students can pronounce correctly when it is located in
the initial and medial position. The right pronunciation accuracy of this sound
covers 100% but, it is different when it is located in the final position. The
students were wrong in pronouncing /b/ sound in the end of the word. The /b/
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sound actually exists in Indonesia. It can be located in the initial, medial and final
position. Though, when Indonesian people are asked to pronounce Indonesian
wods using /b/ sound in the end of the word, they tend to change the sound with
/p/ sound which is voiceless. It happens also in this research. The students
substituted the /b/ sound with /p/ sound which basically voiceless sound in the end
of the word. In order to see how the students pronounce the words using /b/
sound, the table below will give the detail pronounciation of the non-English
major students.
Table 7.6 The Pronunciation of /b/ sound by the non-English major students
The
English
Phonetic
Non-English
Percentage of
Distribution
Words
Transcription
Major
Incorrect
of the /b/
Students’
Pronunciation
Sound
Pronunciation
of the Sound
/b/
Final Position
Job
[dƷ ɒ b]
[dƷ ɒ p]
100%
Pub
[pɒ b]
[pɒ p]
Grab
[grɒ b]
[grɒ p]
In the table below, it can be seen that the students changed the sound /b/
with /p/ sound in the final position. Before starting to explain in detail discussion,
the matrix will be drawn first to make a good understanding. The matrix will be:

/b/
+ Voiced
+ Stop
+ Bilabial

/p/
- Voiced
+ Stop
+ Bilabial

It is clear that /p/ and /b/ sound have the same manner and place of articulation.
Since Indonesian people are rare to use the voiced consonant sound, the /b/ sound
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is changed into the /p/ sound to make them easier in pronouncing the sound. The
rule of this phenomenon will be:
[b]

[p]/CVC ______ #

[b]

[p]/CVC ______ #

[b]

[p]/CCVC ______ #

The students substitute the voiced bilabial stop into the voiceless bilabial stop
when the sound is located in the final position.
4. Substitution of /f/ for /v/
The students substitute the /v/ with the /f/ sound when it is placed in the final
position. It covers 100% of total students who became the respondents. Though
the word spelling has a clear /v/ sound, they pronounced it as the /f/ sound which
is voiceless. Further explanation will be begun first by showing the detail
students‟ pronunciation in the table that has been provided. From the table below,
how students pronounced the words can be found out, as follows:
Table 7.7 The Pronunciation of /v/ sound by the non-English major students
The
English
Phonetic
Non-English
Percentage of
Distribution Words Transcription
Major
Incorrect
of the /v/
Students’
Pronunciation of
Sound
Pronunciation
the Sound /v/
Final
Love
[l˄ v]
[l˄ f]
100%
Position
Believe
[bI‟li:v]
[belIәf]
Pave
[peIv]
[pǽf]
Indonesian phonetic actually does not have /v/ sound although they have
/v/ consonant in their word spelling. That is why it seems difficult to be
pronounced. They never produce the voicing sound whenever the lower lip
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touches the upper teeth. That is why /v/ sound includes as foreign sound for
Indonesian.
Since Indonesian phonetic only has /f/ sound in their transcriptions, their
mind will read that the word which has /v/ sound must be pronounced as /f/ sound.
A continuant process in learning to speak a foreign language is not easy for them
because it is hard for them to leave their mother-tongue sound habbit at all. They
always transfer their mother tongue-sound system habit to the target language
unconsciously. It can be concluded as the alternative way to pronounce the sound.
The matrix that can be drawn as follows:

/v/
+ Voiced
+ Fricatives
+ Labiodentals

/f/
- Voiced
+ Fricatives
+ Labiodentals

The conclusion that can be gotten from this explanation covers the substitution of
the voiced labiodentals fricatives into the voiceless labiodentals fricatives when it
is placed in the final position. So, the rule will be:
[v]

[f]/CVC ______ #

[v]

[f]/CVCVVC ______ #

[v]

[f]/CVC ______ #

5. Substitution of /t/ for /d/
For the pronunciation of the /d/ sound, commonly, all of the students
pronounced this sound correctly when it is placed in the initial and medial
position. The pronunciation accuracy of this sound covers 100% for the sound
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which is located in both places. However, when they pronounced the /d/ sound
which is placed in the final position, the accuracy comes to 0% of the total
percentage. The table below shows the data pronunciation when they pronounced
the /d/ sound which is located in the final position.
Table 7.8 The Pronunciation of /d/ sound by the non-English major students
The
English
Phonetic
Non-English
Percentage of
Distribution
Words
Transcription
Major
Incorrect
of the /d/
Students’
Pronunciation
Sound
Pronunciation
of the Sound
/d/
Final
Worried
[‟w˄ rid]
[‟worIt]
100%
Position
Blood
[bl˄ d]
[bl˄ t]
Provide
[prә‟vaId]
[provaIt]
For the words which ending in the /d/ sound, the students substitute the
sound with the /t/ sound. Based on the categorization, the /d/ and /t/ sound comes
from the same manner and place of articulation. What makes them different is in
the voicing sound. The /d/ sound is voiced while the /t/ is voiceless. The matrix
will show the categorization of both sounds.

/d/
+ Voiced
+ Stop
+ Alveolar

/t/
- Voiced
+ Stop
+ Alveolar

In Indonesian phonetic and phonology, the /d/ sound can be occurs in the final and
medial position but it does not occur in the final position. That is why the students
substitute the sound with the closest place and manner of articulation, /t/ sound.
So, the rule that can be gotten from this explanation is:
[d]

[t]/CVCVC ______ #
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The conclusion that can be said from this explanation means the students
substitute the voiced alveolar stop with the voiceless alveolar stop when it is
located in the final position.
6. Substitution of /s/ for /z/
When the non-English major students faced the /z/ sound in this research,
actually, the three words that are located in the initial position had been
pronounced correctly. However, the 3 words had been pronounced by substituting
the sound /z/ with /s/. The distribution of those 3 words is in the end of the words.
The table below will show the substitution of the word:
Table 7.9 The Pronounciation of /z/ sound by the non-English major students
The
English
Phonetic
Non-English
Percentage of
Distribution Words Transcription Major Students’
Incorrect
of the sound
pronunciation
Pronunciation
/z/
of the /z/
Sound
Final Position Freeze
[fri:z]
[fri:s]
100%
breeze
[bri:z]
[bri:s]
buzz
[b˄ z]
[b˄ s]
As it has stated before that the subsitution of the /z/ sound appears in the
final position of the words. Since the /z/ sound never occurs in the final position in
Indonesian language, the students substitute the sound with /s/ sound which has
the same manner and place of articulation. They never produce a /z/ that is voicing
in the end of the word. So, the matrix that can be drawn in this part is:
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/s/
- Voiced
+ Fricatives
+ Alveolar

When Indonesian people pronounce the /s/ sound, it is easier than /z/ sound.
Since the /s/ sound occurs in Indonesian language that is why they tend to change
the /z/ sound with the /s/ which is voiceless sound.
[z]

[s]/CCVC ______ #

[z]

[s]/CCVC ______ #

[z]

[s]/CVC ______ #

Based on the explanation above, it can be said that the students substitutes the
voiced alveolar fricatives with the voiceless alveolar fricatives when it is in the
final position of the words.
7. Substitution of /k/ for /g/
Commonly, the /g/ sound which is located in the initial position could be
pronounced accurately by the non-English major students. They could say it
correctly without any mistakes. It also happens for the /g/ sound which is placed
in the medial position. Though, the last part has been done by substituting the
sound /g/ into /k/ in the final position. The data table for this sound can be seen
clearly in the table that has been provided below. It also shows the percentage of
incorrect pronounciation of the sound /g/.
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\ Table 8.0 The Pronunciation of /g/ sound by the non-English major students
The
English
Phonetic
Non-English
Percentage of
Distribution Words Transcription
Major
Incorrect
of the /g/
Students’
Pronunciation of
sound
Pronunciation
the /g/ Sound
Final
Pig
[pIg]
[pIk]
100%
Position
Big
[bIg]
[bIk]
Plug
[pl˄ g]
[pl˄ k]
It is difficult for the students to pronounce the sound which does not occur
in the usual place where they usually find in Indonesian language. If it is located
in the initial and medial position, they can say it correctly without any mistakes,
while it is different for the final position which contains /g/ sound. Because the
appearance does not occur in the Indonesian final position of the word, the
students tend to change it into the /k/ sound which is voiceless. They never
produce the voicing sound by raising the back of the tongue to the velum in for
the sound which is located in the final position. Since the /k/ is in contrast to the
/g/ sound, the /k/ is used to pronounce the word which ending in /g/ sound. From
this point, the rule that can be drawn as follows:
[g]

[k]/CVC ______ #

[g]

[k]/CVC ______ #

[g]

[k]/CVC ______ #

The rule that has been written above indicates that the voiced velar stop is
substituted by the voiceless velar stop when it is located in the final position.
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b. Deletion
Deletion often also called elision, is a phonological process where a sound
is deleted under certain circumstances (Dardjowidjodjo, 2009:185). From the
research that thas been done show that there are several deletion when the students
pronounce the word one by one. The deletion itself will be discussed in the next
explanation.
1. Deletion of sound /k/
From the research that had been done, the students are not only substitute
the consonant sounds that are foreign for them, but also delete the consonant
sound which combine with another consonants in the end of the words. This
happens since there is no consonant combination in Indonesian phonetic
transcription.
Table 8.1 The deletion of the sound /k/
The
English
Phonetic
Distribution Words Transcription

Final
Position

Drunk
Blink

[dr˄ ŋk]
[blIŋk]

Non-English
Major
Students’
Pronunciation
[dr˄ ŋ]
[blIŋ]

Percentage of
Incorrect
Pronunciation
100%
85%

Most students delete the /k/ sound when it is in the final position. The
reason why this happens since the voiced velar nasal in Indonesian language is
never directly combined with another consonant in the final position, especially
consonant which has same place of articulation. The /ŋ/ sound can be combined
with another consonant if it is followed by vowel after they have consonant
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behind the /ŋ/ sound. That is why students omit the /k/ which is combined with
another consonant in the end of the word. They do not recognize the consonant
sound which follows the other consonant in the final position. From this point, the
rule that can be drawn for this part is:
[k]

Φ/CCVC ______ #

[k]

Φ/CCVC ______ #

The conclusion indicates that the /k/ sound will be ommited if the /k/ is in the end
of the word and it is behind a consonant.
2. Deletion of sound /t/
The students were not only delete the /k/ sound but also the /t/ sound in the
end of the words. They delete all the /t/ sound which combine with another
consonant in the final position. It can be seen from the table that has been
provided below.
Table 8.2 The deletion of the sound /t/
The
Distribution

English
Words

Phonetic
Transcription

Final
Position

Insect
Dialect
Dust

[‟Insekt]
[‟daIәlekt]
[d˄ st]

Non-English
Major
Students’
Pronunciation
[Insek]
[daIlek]
[d˄ s]

Percentage of
Incorrect
Pronunciation
100%
100%
100%

In Indonesian consonant, the /t/ sound cannot be combined with the other
consonant which is located in the final position. If /t/ sound is in the final position,
the combination of the word will be the together with the vowel before the /t/
sound. In addition, In the Indonesian phonetic and phonology, the voiced alveolar
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fricatives and the voiceless velar stop are never combined with the voiceless
alveolar stop. That is why the students tend to delete the sound /t/ when it is
combined with the /k/ sound as written in the table above. This phenomenon can
be formulated as:
[t]

Φ/VCCVC ______ #

[t]

Φ/CVVCVC ______ #

[t]

Φ/CVC ______ #

The formula above shows that the /t/ sound will be ommited if the /t/ is in the final
position and it is behind a consonant.
From the explanation that has been disscussed above, it is seen that the
Informatics system students of STMIK Amikom Yogyakarta tend to delete the /k/
and /t/ sounds which are located in the final position and those sounds are placed
before another consonants. Since Indonesian language does not have a word that
has two consonants placed together in the final position, the students then omit the
last consonant to make them easier to pronounce those words.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

Based on the analysis in the chapter 4, there are several conclusions that
can be written in this chapter. Actually, the analysis is based on the problem
formulation that has been written previously in chapter 1.
Referring to the first problem formulation, it is connected to the
differentiation between Indonesian final voiced consonants and English final
voiced consonants. The differences lie on the distribution of the final voiced
sound in both languages. Actually, there is one sound that does not occur in the
English phonetic consonant, which is called the voiced nasal palatal. The symbol
of this sound is /ǹ / as in nyuci and nyapu. From that point, it can be said that
there are 13 English voiced consonant sounds that exist in final position. They are
/b/, /d/, /g/, /dƷ /, /v/, /Ʒ /, /ᶞ /, /z/, /m/, /n/, /ŋ/, /l/, and /r/. While in Indonesia,
there are only 5 voiced consonants which occur in the final position. They are: /m,
n, ŋ, l, and r/. Though /b/ sound is available in the Indonesian final position,
people usually change the sound with /p/ sound because this sound is easier to be
pronounced.
Referring to the second problem formulation, the 20 informatics system
students of STMIK Amikom Yogyakarta pronounced some consonants sound
correctly. The accuracy of the correctness covers 100%. The final voiced
consonant sounds which can be pronounced correctly are the /n/ sound, the /m/
sound, the /dƷ / sound, the /r/ sound, the /ŋ/ sound, and the /l/ sound. However,
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there are also some changing sounds when they pronounced the voiced consonant
sounds which are in the final positions. Those consonants are the /ᶞ / sound, the
/Ʒ / sound, the /b/ sound, the /v/ sound, the /d/ sound, the /z/ sound and the /g/
sound.
The next conclusion is the answer for the third problem formulation. The
English language in Indonesia is stated as foreign language. It means this
language is not the daily language that Indonesian people use to communicate
each other. From this point, when Indonesian people are asked to pronounce the
English sound, there are some sounds that are not accurate because some of them
are foreign sound. It means that those sounds do not occur in Indonesian phonetic
and phonology. That is why they do not recognize the sound and tend to
pronounce the sound with their own way. They change it with the sound that
exists in Indonesian phonological system. This also happens when the nonEnglish major students are asked to pronounce the words that contain the voiced
sound. There is some various incorrect pronunciations that they produced. The
student‟s difficulty in pronouncing the English words cover the nonunderstanding of foreign consonant sound. They do not recognize the sound
which does not occur in the Indonesian phonetic transcription. So, they tend to
change and substitute the sound which they do not know.
Based on the analysis that has been analyzed in chapter 4, there are two
phonological processes occur in their pronunciation. They are substitution and
deletion of sound. Most of them tend to substitute the sound that does not occur in
Indonesian phonetic transcription. Since there are only 6 Indonesian voiced
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consonants which occur in the final position of the word, it affects the students‟
pronunciation when they pronounced the English word which have voiced
consonants in the final position. The substitution of the voiced sound begins with
the voiced palato-alveolar fricative which is symbolized as /Ʒ / sound is
substituted by the voiced palato-alveolar affricatives /dƷ / or the voiced velar stop
/g/. This substitution occurs since those consonants are foreign phonetic
transcription and those do not exist in Indonesian phonetic transcription. The
second substitution brings the voiceless alveolar stop /t/ substitutes the voiced
interdental fricatives /ᶞ /. This consonant sound also does not occur in Indonesian
phonetic transcription so it includes as foreign consonant sounds. The third
substitution covers the voiceless bilabial stop /p/ substitutes the voiced bilabial
stop /d/. The fourth substitution brings the voiceless labiodentals fricatives /f/
substitutes the voiced labiodentals fricatives /v/. The next substitution is the
voiceless alveolar stop /t/ substitutes the voiced alveolar stop /d/, the voiceless
alveolar fricatives /s/ substitutes the voiced alveolar fricatives /z/. The last
substitution that occurs in the students‟ pronunciation brings the voiceless velar
stop /k/ substitutes the voiced velar stop /g/. Mostly, the words that contain the
voiced sound in the end of the word were changed into voiceless sound. It is not
usual for them to pronounce the word using the voiced sound in the final position
that is why the students substituted those voiced consonant sound into the
voiceless one.
The second phonological process is deletion. In this part, the students
eliminate the consonants that attach to the other consonants which is located in the
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final positions. Based on the previous analysis, the students deletion include the /t/
sound in the final position as in the word dialect [‟daIәlekt], Insect [‟Insekt] and
Dust [d˄ st]. Actually, the reason why the /t/ sound is omitted when it is in the
final position as this sound is combined with another consonant. Indonesian words
do not combine the /k/ sound with another consonant when it is located in the end
of the word. It also happens with the sound /k/. The students omitted the /k/ sound
in the final position as in the word drunk /dr˄ ŋk/ and blink /blIŋk/. The /k/ sound
which is velar never occurs together with the other velar consonant in Indonesian
words. Usually, it is combined with vowel when it is placed in the final position.
That is why the students omitted the /k/ when it is placed in the end of the word
and combined with another consonant.
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APPENDIX
THE LIST OF ENGLISH VOICED CONSONANT WORDS

No

English Voiced

English Words

Phonetic Transcription

Breathe

[bri:δ]

Clothe

[klәʊ δ]

Bathe

[beIδ]

That

[δǽt]

The

[δә]

Those

[δәʊ z]

Bather

[‟beIδә(r)]

Bathing

[‟beIδIŋ]

Although

[ɔ :l‟δoʊ ]

Book

[bʊ k]

Beat

[bi:t]

Blame

[bleIm]

Job

[dƷ ɒ b]

Pub

[pɒ b]

Grab

[grɒ b]

Unbelievable

[,˄ nbI‟li:vәbl]

Mobile

[‟mәʊ baIl]

Publish

[p˄ blIʃ ]

Dread

[dred]

Dust

[d˄ st]

Drunk

[dr˄ ŋk]

Worried

[‟w˄ rid]

Blood

[bl˄ d]

Consonant
Sounds
1.

2.

3.

/ᶞ /

/b/

/d/
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4.

5.

6.

/g/

/v/

/z/

Provide

[prә‟vaId]

Addition

[ә‟dIʃ n]

Paddle

[‟pǽdl]

Madness

[mǽdnәs]

Glossy

[‟glɒ si]

Gloomy

[‟glu:mi]

Ghost

[gәʊ st]

Pig

[pIg]

Big

[bIg]

Plug

[pl˄ g]

Degree

[dI‟gri:]

Pagoda

[pә‟gәʊ dә]

Agree

[ә‟gri:]

Van

[vǽn]

Vase

[va:z]

Vacancy

[‟veIkәnsi]

Advance

[әd‟vɑ :ns]

Adventure

[әd‟veintʃ ә(r)]

Adverb

[‟ǽdv3:b]

Love

[l˄ v]

Believe

[bI‟li:v]

Pave

[peIv]

Zoo

[zu:]

Zap

[zǽp]

Zip

[zIp]

Zigzag

[‟zIgzǽg]

Organization

[,ɔ :gәnaI‟zeIʃ ∂n]

Busy

[‟bIzi]

Breeze

[bri:z]

Freeze

[fri:z]
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/Ʒ

7.

8

/

/dƷ /

.

8.

9.

/r/

Buzz

[b˄ z]

Gigolo

[‟Ʒ Igәlәʊ ]

Genre

[‟Ʒ ɒ nrә]

Measure

[‟meƷ ә(r)]

Leisure

[‟leƷ ә(r)]

Treasure

[‟treƷ ә(r)]

Beige

[beIƷ ]

Garage

[‟gǽrɑ :Ʒ ]

Luge

[lu:Ʒ ]

General

[„dƷ en∂rәl]

Jot

[dƷ ɒ t]

Jump

[dƷ ˄ mp]

Storage

[„stɔ :rIdƷ ]

Passage

[„pǽsIdƷ ]

Parsonage

[„pɑ :s∂nIdƷ ]

Injury

[„IndƷ әri]

Injustice

[In‟dƷ ˄ stIs]

Injuction

[In‟dƷ ˄ ŋkʃ ∂n]

Rough

[r˄ f]

Rhyme

[raIm]

Rock

[rɒ k]

Bright

[braIt]

Glory

[„glɔ :ri]

Mother
Remember

10.

/m/

[„m˄

ᶞ

әr]

Pressure

[„preʃ әr]

Memory

[„memәri]

Month

[m˄ nθ]

Mouth

[maʊ θ]

Climber

[„klaImә]

Clumsy

[„kl˄ mzi]
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11.

12.

13.

/ŋ/

/n/

/l/

Dummy

[„d˄ mi]

Dream

[dri:m]

Blame

[bleIm]

Cream

[kri:m]

Sing

[sIŋ]

Setting

[„setIŋ]

Sewing

[„sәʊ Iŋ]

Drink

[drIŋk]

Blink

[blIŋk]

Blinker

[blIŋkәr]

Naughty

[„nɒ :ti]

Nasty

[„nɑ :sti]

Name

[neIm]

Insect

[‟Insekt]

Minded

[„maIndId]

Country

[„k˄ ntri]

Clown

[klaʊ n]

Noun

[naʊ n]

Drawn

[drɔ :n]

Light

[laIt]

Long

[lɒ ŋ]

Leave

[li:v]

Boil

[bɔ Il]

Soil

[sɔ Il]

Oil

[ɔ Il]

Dialect

[daIәlekt]

Morality

[mә‟rǽlIti]

Emotionalism

[I‟mәʊ ʃ ∂nәlIz∂m]
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